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7:30 am flight, I kept feeling something was wrong and kept think-
ing the anxiety was way beyond the old “what am I forgetting” feel-
ing. About an hour into the flight I noticed a voice mail from my
wife time stamped 7:30 am. When I played it back, with the plane
noise and not being used to my new iPhone, all I was able to hear
were the words “Fire Fighters.” I was once again horrified because
at 7:30 am Sunday morning the words could only produce a bad
connotation, and because the words were plural meant a disaster
happened to more than one Fire Fighter. When I arrived at my des-
tination, it was almost an hour before I was able to learn that the two
who died were Captain James Harlow and Fire Fighter Damion
Hobbs.

When I got to where I stay in New York City, I looked at return
flights and decided that I would stay at least through Monday. I was
not able to return until Wednesday. I started Wednesday at 3:00 am,
and after a major delay in one of my flights I did not arrive in
Houston until 4:00 pm. This was a good thing because by the time I
got home I was totally emotionally and physically gone and was
able to crash and burn and not deal with the situation until the next
morning, which was the day of the double Memorial Service.

Now that some time has passed and I have somewhat recovered
from the numbness I experienced the second I was told of James and
Damion’s death, I am now able to describe to you my perspective of
the Memorial Service held in their honor.

The day started at 7:00 am with Fire Fighters mustering at
Ellington Field so they could be bussed to Station 93 where the
march to the church was to begin. I found a spot in the Chauffeurs
section of the column and soon the march to the church began and
the “Long Blue Line “ was formed. When the march ended and we
were all in our seats at the church, the Honor Guard began to escort
the two families to their seats. The last four memorial services
watching the family being seated has always been the hardest part
for me and this was no exception, especially since there were two
families in attendance. The service began and we listened to sever-
al dignitaries and as numb as I was I really only remember small
parts of each individual on the stage. Then the crew of the deceased
Fire Fighters got on stage and began reading a several page paper
that they had all helped write. Each sentence was literally etched
into my brain as they began to tell all of us how much they loved
these guys and what an impact the two had made on each of them.
What I got out of this was the fact that the veteran captain was a well
respected officer and left the crew with many great memories for
them to cherish and take to their graves. The Fire Cadet turned
“Probie” who had only just began his on the job training had
already, within six weeks, shown the crew that he was on his way to
being a well respected Fire Fighter with the potential of becoming a
well respected officer later in his career.

However, the most important item I took a way from that day is
the fact that the family of our fallen brothers will always remember
and cherish the send off given their loved ones by the Citizens of
Houston, and the Houston Fire Department, something I promise
you - they will never forget.

Several events have already happened this year that has made a
huge impact on HFD. There has been, what I consider three major
events, the accident between Engine 7 and Ladder 16, the two Fire
Fighters who perished at a house fire and the Fire Cadet who died
while in training at the Val Jahnke Training Academy.

I am actually going to start with the latest event. On April 29th
Cadet Cohnway Johnson, just one month into his training, collapsed
after completing his morning run. He was rushed to Memorial
Herman and admitted to the ICU where he died 5 days later.

Cohnway had been a valuable Member of the Oak Hill Fire
Department for three years. He left his friends and family in Central
Texas to pursue his dream to become a Houston Fire Fighter. Cadet
Cohnway Johnson is not considered a line-of-duty death because he
had not taken the oath of office which would not have happened
until he graduated.

The very first of what I call an HFD tragic event of the year was
the accident between Engine 7 and Ladder 16 on March 30. This
accident sent every Fire Fighter (9) riding on the two apparatus and
two civilians to the hospital. I had been out of town all weekend and
had arrived at the airport that morning around the time of the acci-
dent. When I got home I returned a call from a friend wanting some
historical information and found out that he was waiting (because he
is a Member of the Honor Guard) to see if all the Fire Fighters had
survived the accident. When I finally saw the news and saw Ladder
16 on its side looking like a beached whale and Engine 7 minus the
front of the cab, I was horrified and that is saying a lot for me, at the
carnage of the accident where all involved were still breathing. Days
began to pass, two of the Fire Fighters who were hospitalized were
recovering, however, Leigh Boone, one of the civilians injured as
result of the accident, was still listed in critical condition. Each day
that went by her condition never seemed to improve.

The Saturday before Easter Sunday, I emailed a question to my
friend Billy Goldfedder, who is the author of the “Secret List” (the
email list that addresses Fire Fighter deaths and Fire Fighter safety).
He emailed me back and said he would get back to my question
when he got back home and in case I had not heard yet the “Lady
on the Bike” died about an hour ago. That news to me was compa-
rable to a brick falling on my head.

Then came Easter Sunday morning, which by the way for me
started out very early. The news of Miss Boone’s death was still
bouncing around my brain. Early that morning I was preparing to
travel to NYC for my spring trip getaway. I was leaving on Sunday
and was coming home on Friday. Prior to leaving the house for a
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